
NETWORK MANAGEMENT
You must be able to Measure it to effectively Manage it! APEX Network Management features exclusive 
“Macro-Management” capabilities that give you broad and specific data analytics, along with coverage or 
participation optics and reporting, graphs and charting. Utilize trend and progress reporting through 
Network participation by region, certification status, and your designated criteria.

CERTIFICATION MANAGEMENT
This feature of APEX focuses on the requirements and reporting for participation in your Certified Repair 
Network. You can set your criteria and requirements to see the progress of onboarding participation and 
proof of compliance. APEX automatically generates critical reports illustrating progress, deficiencies, and 
retention. You can use these features to map your coverage areas with demographic and geographic 
parameters to expose gaps, capacity, and overlap with other certifications and qualifications. APEX also 
allows you to manage your value-added programs, incentives, and administration details through fine-tune 
automated graphs that show optics, tracking, and activity reporting.

THE FULLY DOCUMENTED INVOICE & CERTIFIED REPAIR OPTION
Through APEX, your Network can offer consumers and their insurers a fully documented invoicing option. You
can  even  enable  your  repair  Network  to  offer  consumers  a  “Certified  Repair”  option,  which  gives  them 
the exclusive ability to offer your vehicle owners something better (with a far greater value) through a “Certified 
Repair.” Certified Repairs are fully documented and prioritize OEM parts use and repair procedures, safety 
scans, and more! Consumers can receive a Certificate of “Certified Repair,” “Compliance,” or “Authenticity.” 
APEX helps to monitor and manage it all!

SCOREBOARD, SCORECARDS, AND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE DATA
APEX gives you the totally unique capability to create your own scoreboard to measure and monitor your 
Network’s progress and performance. You also have the ability to access Key Performance Indicator (KPI) 
reports and graphics for the data points that you need most. These include parts usage, market share, average 
estimate amounts, DRP vs. non-DRP market share, gross monthly sales, and monthly trends.

CONSUMER
APEX provides Automakers with the ability to directly connect with consumers throughout the claims and 
collision repair process. The ecosystem created by APEX, ShopOps, and the consumer smart Apps, gives you 
the stats and social media results related to consumers that bring their vehicle to a participating Certified Repair 
Provider in your Network. APEX allows you to establish the repair business locator rules that you’d like 
consumers to use—including Certified status and radius. You can view locator stats and traffic and even 
combine lists to measure the effectiveness of consumer-facing marketing.

APEX Network Management is an easy-to-use, intuitive turnkey Network Management System that leverages real time, on-demand 
integrated data and reporting capabilities. This give you the power of an entire ecosystem that encompasses your Certified Repair 
Network .... all the way to the consumer.
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Ready for a Better Way to
MANAGE YOUR

COLLISION REPAIR NETWORK?

Ask us how today how to get started using APEX Network Management. Finally, you’ll have access to the exclusive options, 
analytics, and management capabilities that help you build, manage, and maintain a leading Certified Repair Network. This 
patent-pending ecosystem is unparalleled and used by other industry leaders. Call us at (949) 221-00010 or email 
info@assuredperformance.net.


